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GRAMMAR SECTION

Sentence   

Introduction: -

                         Sentence is a group of words which contains a subject and Predicate that expresses a statement,

a question etc. It always begins with the capital letter and ends with full stop.

Example: - Ram and Shyam are best friend.        

Kinds of sentence: -

1. Declarative Sentence     

The sentence which makes a simple statement is called declarative sentence. In this sentence the 

subject usually comes before the verb. It ends with full stop.

Example: It is a good movie

2. Interrogative Sentence     

It is used to ask questions. It ends with question mark(?).

Example: Where do you live?

3. Imperative Sentence     

The sentence which shows request, command, advice or suggestion is imperative sentence. It also ends

with full stop(.).

Example: Open the window.

4. Exclamatory Sentence     

The sentence which expresses strong emotion or feelings is called exclamatory sentence. It ends with 

mark of exclamation(!).

Example: What a beautiful day it is!

WRITING SECTION
Notice writing

Introduction: -

                          Notice is the way of formal communication. It conveys an advance information about an event, 

a function, lost and found happening, general instructions etc.



Format of Notice

Note: Write down the given topics in English grammar copy.
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 1) A number exceeds 37684955 by 3615045.what is the number? 
2) In a particular year a company produced 8765435 bicycles.Next year bicycles produced was 13786889,more than 
those produced in the preceding year. 
How many bicycles were produced during the second year? 
How many bicycles were produced during these two years? 
3) If 36 flat cost Rs 682515000.what is the cost of each such flat? 

4) By how much is 5643879 smaller than 1 crore? 

5) A man had Rs 20000000 with him. He spent Rs 13607085 on buying a school building .How much money is still left 
with him? 

6) A scooter cost Rs36725.How much will 469 such chairs cost? 

7) For making a trousers of the same size, 14m 80cm of cloth is needed. How much cloth is needed .How much cloth is
needed for 8 trousers? 
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From: Jyoti Jha <jjha0726j@gmail.com>
Sent: Thu, 9 Apr 2020 21:33:48 GMT+0530
To: ggpschas@rediff.com
Subject: Watch "NCERT Class 6 Science Chapter 10: Motion & Measurement of Distances (NSO/NSTSE/Olympiad) 
Examrace" on YouTube

https://youtu.be/cl5VfPLY4O4
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Attachments area

Preview YouTube video NCERT Class 6 Science Chapter 10: Motion & Measurement of Distances (NSO/NSTSE/
Olympiad) Examrace

NCERT Class 6 Science Chapter 10: Motion & Measurement of Distances (NSO/NSTSE/Olympiad) Examrace
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SYLLABUS: CH - 05 MATERIALS OF DAILY USE .

OBJECTIVES - 

1. MATERIALS 

2. CLASSIFICATION 

3. ADVANTAGES OF CLASSIFICATION 

4. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 

1. MATERIALS- Things are made of materials. There are two type of things in our surroundings. 

 (I) Natural things - The things that exist naturally are called natural things. Natural things can be 

either living or non living. Ex - living ; animals and plants. Non - living ; gases , water , rocks 

   ( ii ) Man - made things - Things which are made by man are called man - made things .

                 Ex - machines, paper, books. 

    2. CLASSIFICATION -The process of grouping materials according to their similarities or dissimilarities is called 

classification. 

    3. ADVANTAGES OF CLASSIFICATION:

        1. It helps a person to identify objects. 

        2. It helps in sorting objects, thus preventing them from getting mixed up. 

3. It helps in locating things. It is only because of classification that you can locate a book you need in your library .

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl5VfPLY4O4&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl5VfPLY4O4&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl5VfPLY4O4&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl5VfPLY4O4&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl5VfPLY4O4&authuser=0


4. It makes the study of different objects easy and meaningful .

5. It helps us to understand the similarities and dissimilarities among various objects. 

4. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS :

         With the help of following properties we can classify the materials - 

1. Physical state 2. Appearance 3. Hardness 4. Solubility 5. Density 6. Transparency 

1. PHYSICAL STATE - Materials can be classified on the basis of physical state in to solids , liquids and gases. 

(i) Solid - definite shpe , definite volume. EX - Chair , Spoon 

(ii) Liquid - Indefinite shape, definite volume. Ex - Oil , Water 

(iii) Gas - Indefinite shape and Indefinite volume Ex - Air, Smoke 

2. APPEARANCE - Materials look different from each other. Some are Lustrous and some are Non - lustrous. 

(i) Lustrous - Some materials like metals have a shine . 

           Ex - Gold , Silver,Copper 

(ii) Non - lustrous - Some materials do not have a shine. 

           Ex - Wood, Jute 

3. HARDNESS AND SOFTNESS - 

      (i) Hard materials - Some materials cannot be compressed or cut easily. 

                Ex - wood, glass, metal and stone. 

      (ii) Soft materials - Some materials can be compressed,scratched and cut easily 

                 Ex - cotton, sponge and wax. 

3. SOLUBILITY - the tendency of a substance to dissolve in a liquid is called its solubility .

        (i) Soluble - some substance dissolve or mix completely in water . They are said to be Soluble in water. Ex. - sugar, 

salt, oxygen and carbon dioxide 

         (ii) Insoluble - some substance do not dissolve or mix in water .

                Ex - chalk powder and sand. 

1. Identify the following as lustrous or non - lustrous. 

     Cotton, Aluminum foil, copper wire, Paper, Chalk powder, Silk saree 

2. Classify the following as hard or soft. 

      rock, petal of flowers, glass, brick, cotton, melted wax. 

3. Give three examples of each Soluble and insoluble substance in water.
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Study materials :-

Nutrients, Balanced diet, Function of food

(1) What are nutrients?
(2) What is nutrition?
(3) Write the function of food.
(4) Why does our body need nutritious food?
(5) Name the food each rich in - (a) dietary fibre

(b) Fat and oil (c) Starch

(6) What is a balanced diet?
(7) We get sugar from ______.

(8) Parrot eats only _______ products.

(9) Tiger is a _______ because it eats only meat. (10) Draw a 
food pyramid.

RANJANA BHARTI
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1 why was hunting animals difficult for the people?

2 what do people need while hunting animals or catching fish and birds?

3 collecting plant produce hates a lot of prosecutions how?

4 what were factory sites?

5 how were stone tools used in the past?

6 what do you know about the work division among men and women in the ancient past?

Ch 2   from hunting gathering to growing food



Class  6                  civics 

1 define the term 'prejudice ' with an example?

2 mention on drawback of stereotypes?

3" India is a secular country " what does this mean?

4  what is the demerit of stereotype view?

5 what are the constitutional provisions for establishing equality in in Indian society ?do you think 
these are enough?

6 what does the constitution say with regard the equality? why do you think it is important for all 
people to be equal?

Ch 2 diversity and discrimination
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Assignment- 2(Session-2020-2021)

A.Define the following.

1.Galaxy 2.Solar system 3. Terrestrial planets 4. Jovian planets 5. Natural satellites 6. Artificial satellites

B. Give two examples of each.

1. Celestial or heavenly bodies

2. Inner planets or terrestrial planets

3. Outer planets or jovian planets

4. Natural satellites

5. Artificial satellites

(Note-Do the given assignment in  geography notebook)
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1.Computer Languages

Students kindly read it-





The instructions that computers get are called programs and programs are written with the help of 
programming 
Languages.some programming languages are C,C++,java etc.Every programming language has set of rules 
which is also
Known as grammar of programming languages.These programming languages are divided into different 
generations.Generation means time period .First generation used machine language which is also known as 
Low Level Language(LLL).Machine language consists of only two digits 0 and 1.Second generation consists of 
assembly language.Assembly language was based on mnemonics codes  which contains English words ,which 
made the programming languages easy.Now it wasThird generation which used High level language(HLL).HLL 
used only English words which made programming languages more easy.Some HLL are-C++,java,Qbasic.

Answer the following questions only in computer class work copy.Donot make any separate copy.-

(a) Define-Programs and Programming languages.
(b) Name few programming languages.
(c) Name the types of programming languages used in first,second and third generations.
(d) Write the advantages of machine language.
(e) Write advantages of assembly languages.
(f) What are the features of high level language ?Do the true/false given in third page.

  

 


